Agricultural Water Management Plan Compliance

As of October 17, 2014

Water Suppliers Required and Submitted***


Water Suppliers Required, Not Submitted

Central San Joaquin WCD  Consolidated ID  Corcoran ID  Kern Delta WD  Lakeside Irrigation WD  Lower Tule River ID  Palo Verde ID  Pixley ID

Water Suppliers Required, In progress

Central California ID (Waiting USBR approval)  Fresno ID  San Luis Canal Co. (Waiting USBR approval)  Southern San Joaquin MUD (waiting USBR approval)  Wheeler Ridge-Maricopa WSD

* These water districts are included in the Sacramento Valley Regional Plan
** These water districts are included in the Feather River Regional Plan
*** Additionally, there are 19 Water Suppliers who were not required to submit plans but did so anyway. These are not included in this map.